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This paper relates how fishermen in San Evaristo on Mexico’s Baja peninsula employ fabrications to
strengthen bonds of trust and navigate the complexities of common pool resource extraction. We argue
this trickery complicates notions of social capital in community-based natural resource management,
which emphasize communitarianism in the form of trust. Trust, defined as a mutual dependability often
rooted in honesty, reliable information, or shared expectations, has long been recognized as essential to
common pool resource management. Despite this, research that takes a critical approach to social capital
places attention on the activities that foster social networks and their norms by arguing that social capital
is a process. A critical approach illuminates San Evaristeño practices of lying and joking across social set-
tings and contextualizes these practices within cultural values of harmony. As San Evaristeños assert
somewhat paradoxically, for them ‘‘lies build trust.” Importantly, a critical approach to this case study
forces consideration of gender, an overlooked topic in social capital research. San Evaristeña women
are excluded from the verbal jousting through which men maintain ties supporting their primacy in fish-
ery management. Both men’s joke-telling and San Evaristeños’ aversion to conflict have implications for
conservation outcomes. As a result, we use these findings to help explain local resistance to outsiders and
external management strategies including land trusts, fishing cooperatives, and marine protected areas.

� 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

This paper reports how fishermen in a small-scale Mexican fish-
ery employ fabrications to generate ambiguous moments that
strengthen bonds which, in turn, they employ to navigate common
pool resource extraction. We argue this use of ruse and invention
has implications for natural resource management strategies that
emphasize social capital as trust and reciprocity or the product
thereof (Folke, Hahn, Olsson, & Norberg, 2005; Pretty & Ward,
2001). Instead, our evidence supports a critical approach that
views social capital as a process of exchange and accrual – often
drawing on other forms of capital – allowing individuals to achieve
particular goals (Wakefield and Poland, 2005). We argue this dis-
tinction matters to community-based natural resource manage-
ment (CBNRM) because social capital as process better captures
the values and practices that affect both conservation strategies
and collaborations between fishermen and conservation staff.
To make this case, we report on three months of participant
observation, exploratory and in-depth interviews, and recorded
pile sorts in the rural community of San Evaristo, Baja California
Sur, Mexico. San Evaristeños seek to strike a balance between the
social bonds that tie their economic lives together and the distance
required to respect one another’s independence. As San Evaris-
teños themselves say, men there accomplish this by spinning play-
ful ‘‘lies” (echando mentiras) to build trust. Although lies and social
harmony appear contradictory, the practice serves many purposes,
including shoring up social rapport amid conflict stemming from
fishing competition.

Joking relationships and joking as an institutionalized outlet for
tensions have a long history in social science research (c.f.
Radcliffe-Brown, 1949). Yet ruse and invention can challenge part-
nerships between San Evaristeños and conservation managers. For
environmental practitioners, lies and jokes exclude non-locals by
creating ‘‘a boundary thrown up around those laughing, those
sharing the joke” (Carty and Musharbash in De Vienne, 2012, p.
164). Meanwhile, overfishing is a global concern, and small-scale
fisheries such as San Evaristo collectively account for 90% of the
world’s fishers while supporting over 100 million people (Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO), 2018; World Bank, 2012).
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Seeking to avoid common pool resource problems in fisheries,
environmental managers have encouraged the creation of fishing
cooperatives and marine protected areas (MPAs; see Basurto,
Bennett, Weaver, Rodriguez-Van Dyck, & Aceves-Bueno, 2013;
Gill et al., 2017). These strategies have been favored for decades,
yet scholars and practitioners still wonder why certain projects fail
and what criteria guide success (Hilborn, 2018). Literature on
CBNRM underscores the importance of local institutions and local
norms as foundational in such efforts (Acheson, 2006; Agrawal &
Gibson, 1999; Ostrom, 1994). In the case of San Evaristo, fishermen
claim that MPAs and cooperatives create ‘‘enemies” and threaten
cultural values of harmony. Fishers assert that MPAs divide the
community and that environmentalists only buy land for personal
profit. Although San Evaristeño fishers see merit in fishing cooper-
atives, they shrug their shoulders when describing such efforts: ‘‘It
can’t work here, we’ve tried. You need a strong president, and any-
way no one will agree to the group’s rules. People just get angry.”

Dynamics such as these demonstrate the primacy of trust and
harmonious relations in CBNRM efforts – both within the commu-
nity and with external actors. Yet as we emphasize, San Evaristeño
notions of trust are tied up with other forms of capital, namely gen-
dered performances and various kinds of physical capital charac-
terized by ambiguous property rights. San Evaristeños navigate
this complicated setting, manage social inequalities, and voice an
opinion on power relations through incessant joking (cf. De
Vienne, 2012). The trickery is effective because of its uncertainty,
as illustrated by San Evaristeños’ description of jokes as mentiras
or lies. Their uncertainty makes jokes a flexible social tool that
can sometimes build group solidarity, sometimes draw a boundary
between insiders and outsiders, and sometimes encourage exclu-
sivity in resource extraction.

These practices are markedly masculine in San Evaristo, such
that they force consideration of gender in fisheries management
(Anderson, Leigh, & Nugent, 2002; Brondo & Brown, 2011;
Correia & Bannon, 2006). Feminist political ecologists note that
research on gendered environmental management overwhelm-
ingly focuses on women. The emphasis risks placing disproportion-
ate responsibility for gender equality and environmental outcomes
on women’s shoulders, despite men’s dominant role in resource
management (Correia & Bannon, 2006; Mayoux, 2001; Molyneux,
2002). The ubiquity of men in common pool resource extraction
calls for bringing masculinity into the research frame as an explicit
and constructed identity (Connell, 1995; Gutmann, 1996; Haenn,
2016). In connecting masculinity to an understanding of social cap-
ital as process, we ask: how do San Evaristeño men do social
capital?

In order to answer this question and argue for a critical social
capital that captures the intersection of masculinity, natural
resource management, and the ruse and invention that facilitate
men’s social life in San Evaristo, we first review definitions of social
capital posed in the literature. Following critical social scientists
(Bebbington, 1999; Jackman & Miller, 1998; Portes, 1998; Sturgis
& Smith, 2010), we argue San Evaristeños enact social capital via
fabrications that offer an ever-present possibility of release should
the play get too rough. Furthermore, given the way resource use
and gender are enmeshed, it can be hard to distinguish practices
of masculinity from natural resource management.

The paper goes on to introduce the study site, after which we
relate fishermen’s falsehoods to cultural values of conflict aversion.
San Evaristeños have little access to formal dispute resolution
mechanisms, a point we return to in the paper’s conclusions. In this
context, men’s joking helps them make gains without sacrificing
the relationships they require to access a range of resources. We
describe two additional common pool resources of import to San
Evaristeños: livestock and land. Local social networks differ across
livestock, land, and the fishery, and by placing the three alongside
one another we relate what might happen if conflict in the fishery
became overt. The comparison further serves to demonstrate that
social capital practices can differ across resource bases, even in a
place as small as San Evaristo.

Finally, we return to the topic of conservation to show how the
practices and values guiding men’s deceptions discourage commu-
nity involvement in conservation strategies. San Evaristeños
acknowledge a decline in fish catch and partly blame outsiders’
encroachment. As outsiders themselves, fisheries managers and
conservationists must respond to suspicions of non-local actors,
as well as the trickery fishermen employ to create solidarity within
their group and distinguish themselves from outsiders.
2. Literature

Small-scale fisheries account for more than half of the world’s
marine and inland fish catch and have emerged as a central topic
in oceans governance (Bené et al., 2016; Campbell et al., 2016;
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), 2018; Jentoft, 2014).
Overfishing in these settings has become a concern for environ-
mental, social, and economic reasons (Lotze et al., 2006; Pauly
et al., 2003; Pereira et al. 2010; Worm et al., 2006), prompting a
range of management solutions (Costello et al., 2016; Jackson &
Hobbs, 2009; Worm et al., 2009). Many of these strategies adopt
the CBNRM framework, with the premise that local stakeholders
should be primary actors in management for both practical and
ethical reasons. CBNRM arose in the 1970s in response to failures
of top-down, externally driven management designs (Berkes,
1989; Campbell & Vainio-Mattila, 2003; Ostrom, 1990; Western
& Wright, 1994). Community-based programs vary, but broadly
attempt to bridge the interests of an array of local stakeholder
groups; involve local residents in decision-making and/or imple-
mentation; and attempt to increase conservation benefits within
local communities (Cox, Arnold, & Villamayor-Tomás, 2010;
Dressler et al., 2010; Horowitz, 1998; Marcus, 2001).

Fishing cooperatives and MPAs have been common strategies
for community-based co-management (Garcia-Lozano, Smith, &
Basurto, 2018; Gill et al. 2017). Fishing cooperatives exercise col-
lective control over fisheries property rights, capital, and profits
from commercialization, and therefore rely on social networks
for collective management (Bennett & Basurto, 2018; Sapovadia,
2004). Cooperatives have been encouraged in Mexico since the
1920s (Basurto et al., 2013) and aim to leverage relationships of
mutual dependability to facilitate harvesting and self-regulatory
behaviors (Basurto et al., 2013; Gutierrez, Hilborn, & Defeo,
2011; Ovando et al., 2012). Likewise, MPAs that ban fishing in eco-
logically important areas strive for community participation in
order to motivate collective action in rule compliance (Pomeroy,
Pollnac, Katon, & Predo, 1997; Sano, 2008; Tobey & Torell, 2006).

While CBNRM strategies continue to proliferate globally, their
success has been contested. Researchers note that CBNRM strate-
gies produce dubious results both environmentally and socially
(Agrawal & Gibson, 1999; Blaikie, 2006; Hutton, Adams, &
Murombedzi, 2005; Soule & Lease, 1995). Assessing these short-
comings, many scholars point to the challenges of collective action
and institutional failure. Collective action problems occur when
individual interests diverge from the collective benefit, leading
users to overexploit a shared resource (Acheson, 2006). Because
collective action problems are mediated by institutions – i.e. a
group’s formal and informal rules and norms – CBNRM critics note
that management failure occurs when externally-designed rules
poorly match local institutions (Afroz, Cramb, & Grünbühel,
2016; Agrawal & Gibson, 1999; Blaikie, 2006; Cleaver, 1999;
Reid, 2016; Steins & Edwards, 1999). To understand and correct
the failings of CBNRM in fisheries management, then, researchers
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and practitioners turn a critical eye toward informal local norms
and the interactions of fishing communities with outside actors
(Brooks, Waylen, & Mulder, 2013; Kellert, Mehta, Ebbin, &
Lichtenfeld, 2000; Mulrennan, Mark, & Scott, 2012; Ojha et al.,
2016).

Among the factors driving CBNRM success and failure, scholars
emphasize the importance of ‘‘social capital” (Acheson, 2006;
Holland, 2018; Leach, Mearns, & Scoones, 1999). Definitions of
social capital vary, but at a minimum social capital entails the
norms and networks that make collective action possible
(Fukuyama, 1995; Putnam, 1995; Woolcock & Narayan, 2000). In
this way, ideas of social capital resonate closely with ideas of ‘‘in-
stitutions.” Indeed, in their overview of social capital, Wakefield
and Poland (2005) outline an ‘‘institutional” approach as one of
three primary ways social capital scholars link norms, networks,
and collective action. In Wakefield and Poland’s rendering, institu-
tional approaches to social capital describe social access, namely to
individuals and groups who are politically and economically effec-
tive. By portraying social capital as a specific kind of social net-
work, institutional frameworks contrast with ‘‘communitarian”
frameworks. The latter emphasize trust within a group and ‘‘bonds
of community that in myriad ways enrich our lives” (Putnam in
Wakefield & Poland, 2005: 2821). Finally, a critical approach
describes social capital as any resource gained through access to
social relationships, thereby reinforcing networks of prestige and
power. This three-part organization attempts to order what some
researchers view as loose applications of the term ‘‘social capital”
(Fine 2010).

Each approach to social capital has its detractors. Objections to
communitarian and institutional frameworks note these tend to
overlook the downsides of social life, such as exploitative power
relations (Portes, 1998; Wilshusen, 2009). Analyses of critical
approaches report on their failure to capture the positive effects
of social capital and question whether the social nuance these
accounts convey can travel to policy settings (see Bebbington,
2007; Wakefield & Poland, 2005). Some researchers argue this
nuance is not translatable precisely because social capital as a con-
cept has been used to neutralize the political content inherent
within all social networks (Laurie, Andolina, & Radcliffe, 2005).

Research on CBNRM has tended to rely on the communitarian
framework, describing trust as increasing the likelihood of success-
ful collective action and, by extension, effective resource manage-
ment (Henry & Dietz, 2011; Olsson, Folke, & Berkes, 2004; Ostrom
and Ahn 2003; Pretty & Smith, 2004; Shuster & Garmestani, 2015).
Pretty and Ward capture this connection in their four-part defini-
tion of social capital which includes: ‘‘relations of trust; reciprocity
and exchanges; common rules, norms and sanctions; connected-
ness, networks and groups” (2001: 211). In this reckoning, trust
and reciprocity constitute the basis of exchange that increases
expectations of people’s reliability. Reliability, then, stands as the
foundation for groups to enact rules, norms, and sanctions that
enable collective action for long-term environmental management
(Anderson et al., 2002; Coleman, 1988; Grootaert & Van Bastelaer
(2002); Portes, 1998). Trust is therefore essential for applying col-
lective action to resource depletion prevention (Ostrom, 1994;
Pretty, 2003; Ramirez-Sanchez & Pinkerton, 2009; Reed, 2008). In
fisheries management, researchers have used this construct of
social capital to explain the outcomes of fishing cooperatives
(Costanza et al., 1998; Dietz, Ostrom, & Stern, 2003; Gutierrez
et al., 2011; Marin, Gelcich, Castilla, & Berkes, 2012) and local-
level MPAs (Acheson, 2006; Alexander & Armitage, 2015;
Armitage, de Loë, & Plummer, 2012; Crona & Bodin, 2011; Mills
et al., 2013).

Cautioning that social capital also contains drawbacks, a num-
ber of researchers note that increasing bonds within a group can
generate negative outcomes such as the restriction of individual
freedoms, an exaggeration of power differences, and the exclusion
of outsiders (Portes, 1998, 2014; Portes & Landolt, 2000;
Villalonga-Olives & Kawachi, 2017). Rather than a stock of shared
trust, these scholars argue for a critical social capital defined as a
value earned by individuals through processes of trade and accrual
specific to a given resource (Pierre, 1986; Portes, 2000). This more
expansive understanding describes social capital as a combination
of a relatively closed network, its associated physical resources,
and people’s actions. One must earn social capital via culturally-
informed practices that secure standing within the network
(Bebbington, 2007).

The idea that social capital entails leveraging resources, carry-
ing out exchanges, and accruing credentials shifts the focus to
social capital as a performance, a growing topic of interest in con-
servation research (Campbell, Corson, Gray, MacDonald, & Brosius,
2014; Igoe, 2010). Bringing together communitarian and critical
approaches, our research considers the internal dynamics of trust.
What do people do in order to build trust? What are the conse-
quences of trust-building for CBNRM and practitioners’ ties to local
resource managers? Applying the idea of social capital as an activ-
ity to San Evaristo reveals that multiple forms of social capital co-
exist, because they arise from different sorts of exchanges, are
based upon a variety of resource bases, and operate in contexts
where ideological and political distinctions position individuals
within different networks (cf. Bebbington, 1999; Jackman &
Miller, 1998; Sakdapolrak, 2014; Sturgis & Smith, 2010).

In particular, in places where gendered networks of mutual
exchange translate into social capital that supports one group’s
dominance in extraction practices, social capital as action compels
an examination of gender constructions (Meinzen-Dick, Brown,
Feldstein, & Quisumbing, 1997; Moser, 1993; Nathen, 1995;
Njuki, Mapila, Zingore, & Delve, 2008; Westermann, Ashby, &
Pretty, 2005; Zwarteveen & Meinzen-Dick, 2001). Like social capi-
tal, gender is something people do and, as such, it is a dynamic and
contested identity category (Boudet, 2013; Jackson, 1993;
Nightingale, 2006). Gender relations- and gender hierarchies- are
constructed and maintained over time (Agarwal, 1992; Bené
et al., 2016; Carney, 1993; Elmhirst, 2011). As we show below, in
San Evaristo, when it comes to natural resource management,
sometimes gender networks are the relevant social networks.

With a few exceptions, however, gender (along with class, race,
and ethnicity) has been treated as one of social capital’s ‘‘no-go
areas, even though these are at the core of social interactions”
(Fine, 2010: 33). Fine argues this omission stems from a desire to
see social capital as having stand-alone effects. Yet critical social
capital theorists demonstrate that isolating social capital in this
way is untenable (Serra, 2011). They note that the uses to which
social capital has been put are frequently gender laden. Citing
Mayoux (2001) and her concerns regarding women’s subordina-
tion, Bebbington describes a ‘‘systematic failure in social-capital
writing to get at and problematize the ‘underlying assumptions
about gender subordination embedded in the rules and norms gov-
erning associations and relationships at all levels’ (Bebbington,
2007:158).”

The case of San Evaristo offers an opportunity to bring gender
back into social capital research while revisiting communitarian
and institutional frameworks. San Evaristeños concur with com-
munitarian approaches by arguing the effectiveness of their net-
work relies on trust and the value they place on harmony.
However, the ruse and invention that facilitates men’s collective
action excludes women, undermines the group’s ability to connect
to external networks, and points to deeper concerns regarding
social accountability.

We do not suggest that understanding men’s gendered perfor-
mances of lying resolves these challenges. Nonetheless, in Baja
California Sur, CBNRM has been applied to fisheries with adverse
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outcomes when management strategies exacerbate internal divi-
sions or ignore local norms and networks (Anderson, 2015;
Stamieszkin, Wielgus, & Gerber, 2009; Young, 2001). Understand-
ing how men do social capital is one, very important clue to the
puzzle of how to encourage effective CBNRM.
3. Research site and methods

The state of Baja California Sur borders the Gulf of California,
reported as the highest revenue small-scale fishery in Mexico
(DOF 2008 cited in Nenadovic, Basurto, & Weaver, 2016). Nearly
18,000 small-scale fishery boats operate in the gulf annually, tar-
geting over 140 species (Cisneros-Mata, 2010; Enriquez-Andrade
et al., 2005). Baja California Sur is a recognized biodiversity hotspot
and the site of declining fish stocks among both commercially
valuable and non-commercial species (Jaramillo-Legorreta et al.,
Fig. 1. In orange, the marine protected areas in the Corredor region of the Gulf of Californi
Niparajá, 2017). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
2007; Lluch-Cota et al., 2007; Sala, Aburto-Oropeza, Paredes,
Reza, & Lopez-Lemus, 2004). This context speaks to dual global
interests in the conservation and exploitation of ocean resources
(Campbell, Gray, Fairbanks, Silver, & Gruby, 2013) and makes envi-
ronmental management in the gulf important for fishers and con-
servationists alike (Álvarez-Romero, Pressey, Ban, Torre-Cosío, &
Aburto-Oropeza, 2013).

San Evaristo, a small-scale fishing community of nearly 100
people, is situated a three-hour drive north of the city of La Paz
within the ‘‘Corredor” section of the gulf, a location that signals
its value for conservation efforts (see Fig. 1). In San Evaristo, com-
mercial fishers are almost exclusively men. Nearly every family in
the community is connected by blood or marriage, and most have
inhabited the Corredor region for generations. Despite this long-
standing tenure, San Evaristeños do not own their land. They rely
on squatters’ rights that allow them to build and, sometimes, sell
their houses. San Evaristeños call their community a ‘‘fishing
a. Areas 6–10 are within San Evaristo’s fishing grounds (Sociedad de Historia Natural
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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camp,” and it is true that fishing offers a primary income for nearly
every household. At the same time, hunting is an important food
source, and fishermen often hunt herds of wild goats on the nearby
island of Isla San Jose (Fig. 1).

San Evaristo’s economy relies on a 100 km dirt road connecting
the community to markets in La Paz. Though small and remote by
Mexican standards, San Evaristo’s road makes it a market hub for
nearby fishing communities only accessible by boat. San Evaristo
is, therefore, the site where much of the fish caught in the Corredor
first enters the market. This point, combined with the small and
tight-knit nature of the community, makes San Evaristo an optimal
site to study the social life of economic exchange in resource man-
agement. As an example, communications between households
and fishing villages takes place over CB radio. Every home and fish-
ing boat has a radio that allows anyone to listen in on the radio
traffic, whether the conversation touches on fishing, hunting, or
social interests.

As a market hub in a region subject to declining biodiversity,
San Evaristo is also important for environmental management.
Mexican fisheries management is permit-based, limiting the num-
ber of total permits available but not the number of permits an
individual may accumulate. A few successful fish buyers have used
these regulations to purchase boats and obtain a fleet of permits
they then rent out to fishers. The buyers act as patrons who set
prices for the fish they purchase in San Evaristo before transport
to market. San Evaristo has three such patrons, two of whom have
lifelong ties to the fishing camp and fleets of three to five boats.
One patron is a recent entrant who owns twelve boats in San Evar-
isto in addition to a larger fleet elsewhere on the peninsula. Fishers
working under a patron’s permit must sell their catch to their
patron and pay him a portion of their earnings as rent. Patrons,
in turn, are responsible for boat maintenance and for supplying
ice to keep fish fresh. Patrons earn extra money from fishers by
selling gasoline and bait at marked-up prices.

Given this permit system, San Evaristo’s fishery consists primar-
ily of three types of actors. Patrons do not fish but rent their equip-
ment to fishermen and act as middlemen in the regional fishing
economy. Individual fishers own their own boats, motors, and per-
mits and avoid selling to a patron by investing in trucks and ice
boxes to transport their catch to market. San Evaristo is home to
four such independent fishers. Finally, permit-less fishers keep a
portion of earnings when working for either patrons or individually
permitted fishers. Working for patrons, permit-less fishers main-
tain autonomy over their schedule but must meet a minimum pro-
ductivity as part of their rent. Working for independent fishers,
permit-less fishers act as hired labor, sacrificing their autonomy
in fishing decisions and earning a set portion of the boat’s income.

This structure influences fishing techniques and target catch.
Because San Evaristo’s larger patron takes a twelve percent cut of
all fish he buys, fishers working for him catch more valuable spe-
cies (snappers, large groupers, and yellowtails), which require
hook-and-line fishing. Individually permitted fishers, because they
can transport to city markets where they earn better prices, tend to
fish second-grade fish caught in high volumes with traps or nets. In
the summer months, these fishers mostly catch triggerfish with
traps but occasionally fish with nets for schools of golden jacks.

Fishing boats, their compositions determined by permit status
and pre-existing social ties, are an important social unit. Due to
the physical dangers of fishing, the increased yield of fishing in
groups, and the preference for companionship, San Evaristeños
almost always fish in groups of two to five men. Access to other
shared resources also configures social life in San Evaristo. For
example, although wild goats are a disputed resource (see below),
men also hunt the goats on nearby Isla San Jose (Fig. 1) in groups.
Hunting parties do not necessarily match fishing units, which
opens other avenues for bonding. Land disputes in the community
build on sly manipulations of squatter’s rights, which demand
some complicity within the community in order to sell land to out-
siders. Whether in the area of fishing, hunting, or contested land
sales, coordination and trust among men follow lines of resource
extraction. These groupings differ depending on the resource in
question but can overlap in complex ways.

It is important to underscore that fishing, hunting, and land
ownership operate within a larger sexual division of labor, one
where men are considered breadwinners who make decisions
about household expenses (Peterson, 2014; Robles-Zavala, 2014).
While some women fish recreationally, none are professional fish-
ers. Women do not hunt, and while women are recognized as hav-
ing land claims, during the research for this paper, none were
associated with the land sales that inspire local controversy.
Instead, women in Baja California Sur, as elsewhere in rural Mex-
ico, are responsible for domestic caretaking. They serve as leaders
of household religious life. Meanwhile, men who fish, hunt, or pro-
spect land together are bound economically and socially, through
an intimacy generated by fourteen-hour work days on boats, as
well as through a sense of fulfilling their shared social roles as
men. The closeness generated in these settings can create tensions
associated with Mexican tropes of hypermasculinity (Noriega &
Nuñez, 2014). As we discuss later, men navigate this tension in part
through displays of machismo centered on violence, sexual pro-
wess, and the subjugation of women (Alonso, 1995; Gutmann,
1996).

In this socio-ecological context, policymakers and conservation-
ists in Baja California Sur have turned to three conservation strate-
gies. Because the individual permit system incentivizes personal
accumulation, Mexican fisheries managers encourage cooperatives
that share revenues and offer access to state subsidies. Managers
and conservationists propose that, in the right context, coopera-
tives encourage conservationist management strategies (Basurto
et al., 2013). Additionally, conservationists and the Mexican gov-
ernment have collaborated to implement a network of small, no-
take marine protected areas (MPAs) in the Corredor region
between the cities of La Paz and Loreto (see Fig. 1). These ‘‘fishing
refuges” account for less than 1% of the area’s fishing grounds and
have been selected for particular ecological importance such as fish
nursery sites (Sociedad de Historia Natural Niparajá, 2015). Five of
the eleven refuges lie within range of San Evaristeño fishers. A par-
allel terrestrial strategy is a land trust model, in which conserva-
tion NGOs buy land for preservation. Land trusts maintain the
integrity of coastal ecosystems by ensuring terrestrial anthro-
pogenic change does not adversely affect fish and their habitat.

All these strategies leverage relationships of trust. Yet in a fish-
ery like San Evaristo’s, mutual dependability is complicated by
daily competition in the fishing economy. Social cohesion and eco-
nomic competition typically coexist in small-scale fishing commu-
nities (Acheson, 1988; Basurto, Blanco, Nenadovic, & Vollan, 2016;
McCay, 2002). And in San Evaristo, the interdependence built
around friendship and kinship can be threatened when family
and friends face off over scarce resources. Pervasive lying, and
the seemingly contradictory use of trickery to build trust, generate
social uncertainties that help men navigate these tensions.

Because lying jokes play with implicit, local meanings, their
study demands an insider perspective (see also Bernard, 2002;
Westermann et al., 2005). During three months of research in
San Evaristo, and as part of a multi-year, mixed-methods research
project in the region (Basurto et al., 2013; Basurto et al., 2016;
Leslie et al., 2015), the first author used participant observation
(Billie & DeWalt Lanham, 2011; Emerson, 2011) on fishing boats,
at buying stations, and in homes to access such a standpoint. San
Evaristeños responded to the researcher as an outsider and as a
white, US man. This positionality created both opportunities
and constraints. As a man, the first author was able to observe
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experiences of trust-building (for example, on fishing boats) and
gained partial inclusion in moments of male bonding, although
the first author’s outsider status never resolved itself entirely.
Assessing women’s experiences of resource management required
more formal data collection techniques.

To supplement participant-observation, additional data was
collected through forty-five exploratory, semi-structured inter-
views (Guest, 2013), eight pile sort interviews (Boster, 1994), and
sixteen in-depth, semi-structured interviews. For the exploratory
interviews, a stratified sample with proportionate allocation
ensured that perspectives across different groups were weighted
in accordance with their relative incidence in the community
(Trost, 1986). The sampling captured different types of fishers
and fish buyers, included women’s perspectives, and lay the
groundwork for subsequent data collection. The eight pile-sort
interviews were carried out among groups of men (3), groups of
women (3), and co-ed groups (2) and centered on descriptors of
men and the gendered quality of resource management. The group
compositions allowed for observation of social dynamics in both
gender-segregated and co-ed settings, and all associated conversa-
tions were tape-recorded. Finally, sixteen recorded, in-depth, semi-
structured interviews with men and women built on the previous
techniques to further contextualize San Evaristeños’ perceptions of
local economic relationships, common-pool resource extraction,
and gendered behavior.

All interviews were transcribed and coded for notions of trust,
deception, resource extraction, gender, and cultural values of har-
mony. Coding revealed the patterned understandings we report
here and helped isolate the types of mistruths that punctuate
San Evaristeños’ relationships. In particular, the coding showed
that men’s lies tended to center on fishing and other identifiably
masculine endeavors, such that social capital, of which the fishery
was one part, was difficult to distinguish from masculinity itself.
Men form the network associated with the fishery and accrue cre-
dentials in that network through performances that include other
men but exclude women.
4. Findings

4.1. ‘‘Embusteros en Buena Onda”: Lies, Jokes, and harmony at work

Central to these performances is a notion of trust that is far from
straightforward. In fact, San Evaristo fishermen present the
researcher with a dilemma: on the one hand, their interactions
across multiple settings demonstrate patterns of pervasive misrep-
resentation; on the other hand, fishers espouse a community-wide
insistence on conflict-free relationships, a kind of ‘‘harmony ideol-
ogy” (Nader, 1990). This contrast was apparent one morning when
a fisherman named Paco, in pursuit of fish traps to borrow,
approached another fisherman sitting with friends. Paco began
bragging that he could dive 100 m underwater without an air tank,
an exaggeration that all recognized as extreme. He then told a story
of facing down an aggressive group of outsiders fishing near San
Evaristo: ‘‘I yelled at them to leave. They did nothing, so I stared
at them for a long time. They stared right back. I thought they
might come after me! So, what could I do? I pulled downmy pants,
mooned them, and raced off!” His audience burst into laughter,
after which Paco asked to borrow traps for the day, and the fisher-
man nodded approval. The next day, Paco admitted to the lead
researcher that his story had been an invention: he had actually
known the group of outside fishers and was never at odds with
them. Only much later did the undertones of this brief exchange
become clear. During subsequent research, the lead researcher
did not see Paco and the fisherman speak again. When asked about
the interaction, the fisherman who had lent Paco traps responded,
‘‘Yeah, we let him borrow the traps that day. But you shouldn’t do
that with Paco. You can’t trust him.” Paco used fabrications to
smooth tensions and borrow equipment from an untrusting peer.

Given their performative quality, joking lies are person- and
context-specific. This specificity challenges pattern identification,
especially as a cultural preference for jockeying across social
realms provides protagonists cover. If a man uses a joke to make
a social intervention, and should the intervention go awry, he
can always fall back on the joke’s ambiguity to claim that he was
merely playing. Nonetheless, we identified three general categories
of lies on this shifting terrain: jokes between men, exaggerations
about fishing accomplishments, and profit-oriented deceptions
during fish sales. These lies are different in nature as well as con-
text. Many lies in San Evaristo are like Paco’s: bragging stories
and half-jokes, fish tales in the classic sense, told on the beach
and designed for self-aggrandizement and comic relief. San Evaris-
teño fishermen often prolong these joking lies in a sort of gullibility
test, until the listener finally catches on and the group erupts in
laughter. This kind of ruse is so common that much of the leisure
conversation among fishers centers on raucous debates over who
in San Evaristo is the biggest trickster (el más embustero). These
fun and friendly jokes create uncertainty amidst extreme familiar-
ity. By toying with the boundaries of inclusion, fishermen ulti-
mately reinforce the bonds that facilitate everyday exchange.

Fishers find other opportunities to manufacture uncertainty
through lies, with impacts both for their prestige as fishermen
and for their daily earnings. As two boats pass each other at sea,
fishermen inflate their catch or misdirect friends seeking the day’s
best fishing grounds. These lies are not jokes, but collective prac-
tices that everyone accepts. Men use this disinformation to main-
tain their reputations as successful fishers and, acknowledging
the fishery’s competitive nature, expect the same from their peers.

A third type of lie occurs at buying stations and particularly at
the station of San Evaristo’s La Paz-based patron. Here falsehoods
take on material consequences. Fishers weighing their catch try
to leave their hand on the scale and tip the balance towards extra
earnings. When settling up with buyers, fishermen may also
understate the amount of gasoline or bait they used, hoping to
pad their day’s earnings by deflating their debt to patrons. Wary
of these tactics, buyers know that jockeying over lies will be part
of their day’s work. Fabrications like these are often viewed as
harmless. One community member encapsulated this sense of
benign deception when she described San Evaristo’s fishermen as
‘‘embusteros en buena onda” or good-faith tricksters. Discussing
the importance of mistruth in his own friendships, one fisherman
described it this way: ‘‘We tell each other lies to build trust.”

The central role of lies, jokes, and jokes about lies in San
Evaristo can seem disorienting to the outside observer. Just how
is it that lies build trust? What is the trust being built, and what
work does this trust do? These questions point to the values that
undergird practices of trust-building more generally. Why is trick-
ery per se prized as a form of trust-building? Our research located
the answer to this question in San Evaristeños’ beliefs about the
aspect of their community they most value. Men and women alike
cite the community’s tranquility, insisting there is no social friction
in their fishing camp. As one woman put it, ‘‘everyone is always in
a good mood,” and people do not get angry. This, of course, is not
true; but the insistence on a lack of antagonism is fundamental
to San Evaristeño social life.

This claim of a conflict-free community, even in the face of lived
antipathies, is what the anthropologist Laura Nader termed
‘‘harmony ideology.” In Talea, a Zapotec community in Mexico’s
state of Oaxaca, Nader found ‘‘a peace-at-any-price culture”
(1990: 309) in which successful social organization required the
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on-going semblance of harmony. Nader found that Taleans
described their town as peaceful despite the presence of physical
violence and ongoing legal disputes. Taleans did not misperceive
reality, Nader asserted, but viewed harmony as a vital counter-
weight to those disagreements.

In San Evaristo, upholding collective harmony is an individual’s
responsibility. Hence the dictum in San Evaristo, ‘‘he who angers is
lost” (él que se enoje, se pierde) and fishermen’s insistence that
being angry because of a bad day fishing would be ‘‘crazy.” Resist-
ing anger, however, requires effort. After one fruitless fourteen-
hour day, a fisherman named Luís barely concealed his frustration
before turning his boat to return home. Facing the prospect of los-
ing a day’s wages, Luís looked down, put his forehead in his palm,
and lifted his fist as if to slam it down on the boat’s sideboard. But
before giving rise to a negative outburst, Luís dropped his fist onto
his lap, shook his head, and converted a frustrated sigh into a
chuckle. Such concerted attempts to avoid anger are so important
in San Evaristo that fishermen call their favorite board game ‘‘No Se
Enoje” or ‘‘Don’t Get Mad.” Fishermen choose not to play with those
who express disappointment when losing.

Defined partly as a commitment to harmony, trust in San Evar-
isto allows community members to walk a fine line between per-
sonal independence and an interdependent social life. Small-scale
fisheries have long been described as characteristically egalitarian
(Acheson, 1981), and San Evaristeños demonstrate this aspect of a
harmony ideology through their resistance to hierarchy. For exam-
ple, community members will not openly describe any San Evaris-
teño as rich, poor, powerful, or weak. When pressed on these
topics, men and women are likely to look away, smile sheepishly,
and respond, ‘‘What should I tell you?” before declining to com-
ment. This discomfort arises from the belief that hierarchy is a
source of tension. Even in fishing boats, where clearly defined roles
determine boat captains and non-permitted crew members,
unequal positions are rarely acknowledged overtly. Hierarchies,
nonetheless, can and do inspire disharmony in the community,
as we show below.

A commitment to harmony is also evidenced in the individual-
istic work ethic that San Evaristeños espouse. ‘‘Aquí, nadie se mete
en tu vida; cada quien puede hacer la lucha.” ‘‘Here,” men and
women asserted, ‘‘no one sticks their nose into other people’s busi-
ness, and everyone can fight his own fight.” This ‘‘cada quien” ethic
advocates ‘‘to each his own.” Women use ideas of ‘‘cada quien” in
reference to home life and especially the privacy provided by
ample distance between the village’s houses. Men apply the ethic
to their fishing. They value not having a boss, maintaining indepen-
dence over their schedules and business decisions, and not being
beholden to another’s way of fishing. As a telling contrast, fisher-
men who take on employee roles by working as fish-buyers or
operating the community’s desalination and ice plant, find having
a boss to be offensive. These former fishermen complain they are
subject not only to their boss’ whims, but also to those of fellow
San Evaristeños who expect a certain servile demeanor.

In the social harmony constructed through both hierarchy aver-
sion and personal independence preserved by the ‘‘cada quien”
ethic, environmental management theorists might identify a com-
munitarian kind of social capital, one that hinges upon trust. Yet
fishermen’s lives are full of consequential deceits including those
about where they fished, how much they caught, and how much
money they owe one another. These ruses operate within a larger
setting where the word ‘‘mentira” or ‘‘lie,” depending on context,
can refer to a joke, a tease, or something more treacherous. Given
this flexibility, and in San Evaristeños’ own reckoning, shared trust
cannot be easily distinguished from the lies fishermen tell each
other. At the same time, as the following shows, these practices
are bound up with constructions of masculinity in San Evaristo,
an identity inextricably linked to men’s fishing.
4.2. Lies beyond Fishing: Men and their relationships

San Evaristeño men assert that they only tell joking lies with
other men and that women do not lie. Women agree, with one
woman offering this explanation: ‘‘Men gather together more.
Every day, they’re all together at the beach.” Men gather at the
beach or buying stations, both places where most trickery occurs.
While hanging out, men play board games, often earning reputa-
tions as tricksters through their attempts at cheating. They recount
stories of sexual prowess, conduct wrestling matches, and respond
to jokes with laughing calls that the speaker is a ‘‘puñal” (gay) or
‘‘mandilón” (sissy). It is relevant that men invoke a feminized mas-
culinity to insult each other. In contrast, while women in San Evar-
isto do visit each other’s homes, they rarely gather in public
groups. Women’s own descriptions of men’s deceit show that
men’s gendered access to common pool resources gives men par-
ticular opportunities and offers them a social network limited to
men. Men’s fabrications in these settings maintain the gendered
nature of their advantage.

On the beach and at buying stations, men enact simultaneously
equivocation, harmony, expressions of masculinity, and fishing-
related activities. For example, while men enjoy wrestling for play
– often accompanied by fake punches, bear hugs, and name-calling
that questions another’s masculinity – this play becomes an impor-
tant tool for peace-keeping when tensions arise in the fishery. As
noted earlier, fishermen sometimes lie to fish buyers in order to
inflate their earnings. If the buyer catches on to the deceit, the
two men stare at each other intensely. The hostility ends when
one man concedes to the other’s price, and the two immediately
throw fake punches followed with laughter and wrestling. Here,
consequential deceit creates moral and social ambiguity, with the
tension relieved by a playful performance of machismo.

When men invent stories about sexual prowess and other mas-
culine traits, machismo becomes a powerful touchstone for the
falsehoods that bind men. One afternoon as a group of fishermen
relaxed during a day off, the conversation turned towards women
and sex. ‘‘Ben, you must be masturbating all the time,” a fisherman
laughed, noting that the lead researcher had not seen his wife in
months. Another agreed and extended an invitation to the strip
clubs in La Paz. The men began enthusiastically recounting their
exploits in strip clubs, with prostitutes, and with clandestine sec-
ond wives. ‘‘That way we don’t have to masturbate like you!” they
laughed. Only a few days later, the same group revealed that the
entire conversation had been an extended, joking lie. In reality,
they said, no one went to strip clubs or hired prostitutes. ‘‘We love
our wives. Why do we need more women?” The fishermen had
been putting the researcher on, employing tropes of sexual pro-
wess to exclude the clueless foreigner, challenge his masculinity,
and aggrandize their own. The interplay of falsehoods, humor,
and male assertion created unstable ground where San Evaristeño
men could solidify group boundaries and challenge external
authority while avoiding angry confrontation. While this strategy
was particularly useful for dealing with outsiders, the same combi-
nation helped fishermen navigate tensions of group solidarity
more broadly.

Men’s jokes are a permissible way to disrespect one’s peers
(Radcliffe-Brown, 1940), as evidenced by the way some men are
rarely, if ever, the object of jokes. Men readily tell joking lies to
their friends and siblings, but they do not lie to certain elders,
including fathers and uncles. A group of men might greet a peer
by calling out, ‘‘Here comes the biggest liar in San Evaristo!” But
a retired fisher, even one known for lying, did not hear this teasing
accusation. Their reason is not shame at raunchy content, but the
relationship of deference that any trickery would betray. Joking
lies, as a form of jockeying for masculine prestige, are inappropri-
ate when aimed at those who have already garnered respect.
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Tellingly, the older men who have earned this esteem are rarely
active in the fishery.

What might happen if lies and jokes failed to foster harmony?
What if men let conflicts air in the open? To better understand
why contentious falsehoods are important to San Evaristo’s har-
mony ideology, and how a harmony built on acknowledged deceit
can inform understandings of trust and critical social capital, we
turn to polemics that require San Evaristeños’ ongoing attention.
These polemics involve resources outside the fishery, namely goats
and land. In exploring these contrasting examples, we note that,
even as the joking continues across San Evaristo’s three resource
bases, their associated social networks differ in important ways.

4.3. When harmony breaks down: resource conflict in a conflict-averse
community

Although the communitarian framework’s emphasis on trust
and the critical social capital framework’s stress on power differ-
ences has led some to argue they offer contrary notions of social
capital, Laura Nader has observed that ‘‘harmony and conflict are
not antithetical” (1990, p. 308). Rather, a social organization based
on harmony can control irresolvable disputes. San Evaristeños’
aversion to hierarchy demonstrates this function of harmony.
Because fishing is a daily endeavor carried out by kin and neigh-
bors, ongoing and overt discord in the fishery is a daunting propo-
sition. In response, fishermen joke and lie to maintain peace. These
habits are so routine, one must look beyond the fishery to under-
stand what might happen if tensions in the fishery were acknowl-
edged. When Paco, described above, lied to borrow fish traps, the
distrust he faced had nothing to do with fishing. Paco and the fish-
erman with traps were members of families on opposite sides of
arguments over goats and land. Such tensions were common, as
goats and land share uncertain property arrangements and, thus,
produce San Evaristo’s thorniest disputes.

Isla San Jose (Fig. 1) is home to thousands of unmanaged goats,
and when pressed to describe the disagreements that most impact
their community, San Evaristeños talk about goats. San Evaristeño
fishers hunt the goats once or twice weekly. The goats are a signif-
icant food source, and, for men, hunting is a social event. But peo-
ple do not like to discuss the goats openly. While San Evaristeños
say the goats are wild and therefore anyone’s to hunt, inhabitants
of Isla San Jose and nearby communities claim the goats are off-
spring of their grandparents’ herds and, therefore, private property.

Disputes over goats have led to yelling bouts and fistfights on
San Evaristo’s beach. As some San Evaristeños are kin to island
inhabitants, the brawls run the risk of sowing family feuds. Quar-
reling over goats, some San Evaristeños have stopped speaking to
one another and ceased to borrow fishing equipment from each
other. In one case, a goat-related fight at a public celebration per-
suaded the community to abandon the festivities. The research for
this paper took place more than one year after the fight, and the
community still preferred to avoid the possibility of a flare-up
rather than throw a fiesta.

Though silence and evasion are the most common tactics for
preventing such fights, humor can offer collective release. One
morning as he prepared his boat, a fisher named Rafael made a call
over the CB radio channel that reached every home and boat in San
Evaristo. Playfully nodding toward his kin’s claims to goat owner-
ship, Rafael announced: ‘‘Ok, I’m setting out for the day. I’ll go over
to Isla San Jose.” He paused a beat: ‘‘I’m coming for the goats!”
Throughout the day, San Evaristeños asked each other if they had
heard Rafael’s irreverent claim, chuckling at a topic that so rarely
saw daylight. Rafael was fishing that day, not hunting, but every-
one was ‘in’ on the joke.

The socializing offered by hunting is important because the
same opportunity is not available in the fishery. Given the
economic and permit-limited arrangements described above, not
all fishers fish together. Friends who cannot fish together team
up to hunt goats. In this case, uncertainty surrounding goat owner-
ship creates occasions for bonding among men who are otherwise
competitors in the fishery. This fact shows how accrual of social
capital can be resource-specific and relationships of trust and
exchange may be stronger vis-á-vis one extractable resource than
another.

Land ownership is another divisive topic in San Evaristo. The
land on which San Evaristeños live is privately owned by a family
residing elsewhere in Mexico. Mexican law allows for squatters’
rights; thus, most San Evaristeños built homes on land they do
not own. For most, their claims have not yet been legally recog-
nized. Yet a few residents have successfully certified their resi-
dency before the state and gone on to sell their houses. The
community has seen three such sales in recent years to business-
men from La Paz who built luxurious vacation homes. While sellers
benefitted from the arrangement, their neighbors fear an influx of
strangers.

The divisiveness contains an added political dimension. San
Evaristo’s only political representative, the ‘‘sub-delegate,” must
sign the paperwork for any land sale. Former sub-delegates used
their position to allocate land to themselves and relatives, land
which they then sold. As a consequence, recent elections have cen-
tered on land rights, with winners vowing to prevent land sales.
Played out in the public sphere, the tension is disorienting for
many San Evaristeños who, apart from the political campaigns,
only discuss land sales publicly with the exasperated declaration,
‘‘It’s complicated.” Individuals only elaborated on these disputes
in private, after establishing trust that the researcher would not
use their words to stoke conflict.

Of course, access to natural resources is nowhere more conse-
quential than in the fishery. Unlike land sales, fishery extraction
requires coordination among and between boat crews. This coordi-
nation involves ongoing relationship building and maintenance.
Also, unlike goat hunting, fishing provides a primary livelihood
for most households and is recognized in San Evaristo and neigh-
boring communities as a collective right, albeit one mediated by
regulatory frameworks. Fishing’s primacy makes it a realm of
exceptionally high stakes where social ambiguity helps fishers
navigate the juxtaposition of conflict and harmony.

Fishing spots provide a key example of this juxtaposition and
inspire the most salient use of misdirection. During days of partic-
ipant observation on boats, fishermen insisted the researcher tell
nobody of their fishing spots. Their directives were particularly
pointed on days with large catches, when fishers hoped to keep
winnings for themselves. Shortly before arriving to shore, fisher-
men would stop the boat, look intently at the researcher and press
him until they received a satisfactory response: ‘‘You can’t tell any-
one where we fished. When they ask, what will you tell them?”
Unloading their catch back on the beach, fishermen try to pry
information about fishing spots from each other but expect misdi-
rection. Here, playful fibbing diffuses the gravity of unequal
catches and shores up group boundaries in the face of a refusal
to divulge. The lead researcher, as an outsider associated with con-
servation efforts, became a new wrinkle in this game. Rather than
ask each other, fishermen went to the researcher for information.
When the researcher gave obvious lies or wryly answered that
he had fished ‘‘in the sea,” the inquisitors roared with laughter.
Play like this brought the researcher further into the fold of trust-
ing relationships by demonstrating his commitment not only to his
informants, but to the harmonious navigation of competitive
enterprise.

Rehearsed lies reveal the unstable undercurrent running through
relationships among fishermen competing for a shared resource.
The current could be quickly directed toward conservationists
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in the form of uneasy jokes. When the researcher asked fishers
where they had fished that day, they often laughed and responded,
‘‘in theMPA!” Fishers teasingly told the researcher to report back to
conservationist allies that San Evaristeños wanted to further con-
strain their activities through ‘‘more MPAs and fewer permits.” As
a kind ofweapon of theweak (Scott, 1985), jokes about conservation
allowed fishers to draw sharp boundaries between themselves and
outside interests, a boundary sugarcoated by laughter. Again,
clowning around gave fishers a way to voice their opinions without
forcing a confrontational stance.

By using jokes to test the researcher’s loyalties, fishermen care-
fully manipulated the boundaries of social inclusion. One day while
cleaning his catch, a fisher named Gerardo bragged about his suc-
cess spearfishing in the MPA, perhaps honestly or perhaps as a
ploy. One of his audience commented slyly at the researcher,
‘‘Are you going to write that? Write it. You have to.” The whole
group broke into laughter, but this was deep play indeed (Geertz,
2000). The lesson from this episode hinges on the truth’s unknowa-
bility. The fraught nature of fishing in the MPA meant Gerardo’s
actual fishing spot was unlikely to be revealed. Meanwhile, Ger-
ardo’s tease pressed the researcher to be in on the joke by demon-
strating disregard for fishing regulations.

Jokes, dubious claims, and tensions smoothed over by laughter
drive social capital accrual in San Evaristo and allow fishermen to
navigate the threats they find in initiatives prompted by outsiders.
This broader social context is relevant to land trusts, MPAs, and
proposed fishing cooperatives. Like land sales within the commu-
nity, San Evaristeños describe land trusts created by NGOs on prop-
erties adjacent to the fishing camp as a way for outsiders to gain
private property. Many harbor suspicions that conservation areas
will be developed for vacation homes and hotels. (Such illegal con-
struction receives regular attention in Mexican, and increasingly,
US media. See, for example, Varillas, 2016 and Wiedeman, 2019).
While conservationists elsewhere are also accused of land grabs
(Brondo, 2013), in San Evaristo the topic touches on insecurities
community members already feel in respect to their own neigh-
bors and extended family.

The specter of conflict similarly sours community perceptions
of no-take MPAs. Previous research in Baja California Sur and else-
where suggests MPAs can intensify social divisions within a com-
munity (Basurto et al., 2016; Brondo & Brown, 2011). One San
Evaristeño fisher exemplified this concern when he complained
that the creation of MPAs in the area caused him to make ‘‘ene-
mies.” MPA closure and poor vigilance, he explained, incentivize
fishers from as far away as La Paz to fish in the no-take zones. Dis-
agreements arise when local fishers attempt to stop the outsiders.
While he said that disagreements have never turned violent, one
can imagine how such situations and the creation of new enemies
might unsettle a conflict-averse community.

While San Evaristeños fear MPAs are de facto open access zones,
they also worry regulations give family and neighbors a tool for
betrayal. One might ‘‘poner el dedo,” or report a man to authorities
for illegal fishing. During the period of data collection, one fisher-
man did make such an allegation. The resulting altercation was
heated and resulted in a weeks-long separation of accuser and
accused. San Evaristeños said this was not an isolated case. They
complained the no-take MPAs provided a new way to enact unac-
ceptably acrimonious competition within the fishery.

Fishing cooperatives similarly inspire resistance, even though
San Evaristeños believe cooperatives are a good idea and often
describe them as an ideal solution for declining fish stocks. How-
ever, San Evaristeños do not believe a fishing cooperative is practi-
cal for them, nor does anyone want to establish one. Our research
points to harmony ideology at the core of this disinterest. Fisher-
men described cooperatives as great, ‘‘but only with strong leader-
ship.” When pressed to explain why there could not be strong
leaders in San Evaristo, one fisherman shifted his focus from lead-
ers to followers: ‘‘It would create problems. The fishers won’t com-
promise. They would have to change their fishing methods and
follow the cooperative’s rules. It requires a lot of organization,
and that’s difficult.” In other words, strong leadership of the kind
fishermen associate with successful cooperatives requires a pub-
licly acknowledged hierarchy inimical to San Evaristeño ideas of
harmony. Fishing cooperatives, furthermore, violate the ‘‘cada
quien” ethic that keeps conflict at bay by preventing any one fisher
from submitting to another’s preferences.

By examining social capital as an activity, we find that property
rights, ambiguously defined and difficult to enforce, both give rise
to and pose the primary threat to San Evaristo’s harmony ideology
while indicating just what is at stake in the fishery. Unlike goats and
land, fishing provides the principal income for nearly all households
in San Evaristo and is built on a daily competition for resources.
Where San Evaristeños allow for a greater expression of conflict
in goat hunting and land sales, they apply particular energy to pre-
venting the fishery from taking on a similar level of tension. As the
material above shows, conflicts over land or goats do not preclude
sharing in the fishery; and the social bonds of fishing boat crews
may not relate to hunting groups or land sale partnerships. To the
contrary, social organizations of fishing, goat-hunting, and land-
sales do not evince the same network configuration.

As a result, social capital in San Evaristo does not operate within
a single, continuous realm of exchange. Instead, as San Evaristeños
rely upon one another to patch together a living from a range of
resources, they premise harmonious relationships that enable
mobility across social fields. Harmony ideology allows San Evaris-
teños to manage precarious and ambiguous resource access. At the
same time, uncertain ownership and the intensity of social rela-
tions in a place where everybody knows everyone pose an ever-
present threat to such harmony. In this setting, joking lies, with
their own ambiguity, grease the wheels of exchange and keep
the whole social system moving.
5. Discussion

Conservation researchers and practitioners have turned to the
idea of social capital as a way to tap into localized forms of collec-
tive action (Neil, 2003; Agrawal & Gibson, 1999; Pretty & Smith,
2004). The concept has been particularly salient in CBNRM, where
researchers note that successful conservation programs operate via
rules consonant with local social networks and the norms by which
these function (Moore & Westley, 2011; Ostrom, 1994: Pretty,
2003). In this way, the broader use to which researchers put social
capital often combines the three frameworks of social capital as
trust, social capital as social network, and social capital as process
and performance.

In their performances, San Evaristeño men complicate straight-
forward notions of trust, all the while accruing social capital
through the comingling of deception and camaraderie. This gen-
dered process offers a number of lessons for environmental schol-
ars and practitioners. In this discussion, we elaborate these lessons
by reviewing how social capital as an activity allows us to identify
the broader social norms in San Evaristo that clarify resistance to
conservation strategies.

When it comes to disputes more generally, San Evaristo lacks a
legal enforcement mechanism and only sporadically receives visits
from state authorities capable of adjudicating differences. In this
context, tensions over property relations lead to problematic out-
comes, such as social avoidance, physical violence, or a breakdown
in relations altogether. Commitment to a harmony ideology pro-
vides San Evaristeños a tool to prevent commonplace, day-to-day
frictions from becoming unmanageable. Harmony ideology is also
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a cultural trait common to rural Mexico. Nader (1990), for exam-
ple, shows the presence of formal, state-authorized dispute resolu-
tion avenues can be consonant with a harmony ideology. Her
research found community members insisted upon peace at any
price in order to protect local autonomy in the face of federal
agents they viewed as intrusive.

In places like San Evaristo, where friends and neighbors com-
pete daily for common pool resources, maintaining harmony
requires ongoing exertion. Men manage the fishery and reap its
benefits, but they also navigate shifting demands for interdepen-
dence and personal autonomy (i.e. the ‘‘cada quien” ethic). Gen-
dered practices of lying help men steer course and have the
effect of drawing and reinforcing circles of in-the-know insiders.
Lying not only establishes a barrier against outsiders, it levels the
playing field among fishermen because anyone may next be in
the position of playing the dupe. This deep play resonates with
San Evaristeños’ studied denial of social hierarchy. These two ten-
dencies smooth underlying tensions and reinforce a trust built on
the unsteady, often hilarious, foothold created by norms of duplic-
ity. For San Evaristeños, ruse and invention convey the liar’s larger
commitment to long-term harmony.

Notably, these practices also open the door to more malicious
obfuscations, and in this way San Evaristeños’ notion of trust dif-
fers from that posited by the CBNRM social capital literature. Def-
initions of trust in CBNRM typically emphasize reliable information
and shared expectations of honesty (c.f. Lyon, 2000; Pretty & Ward,
2001). In San Evaristo, trust accompanies the momentary destabi-
lizing of social relations. The social networks that trust gives rise to
may be durable over the long-term, but can be fragile in the short-
run. This point adds evidence to research on the ‘downsides’ of
social capital (c.f. Adhikari & Goldey, 2010; Portes, 2014; Portes
& Landolt, 1996), confirming that internal norms may stymie
CBNRM efforts and suggesting the need to examine multiple ave-
nues of social capital accrual in a given place in order to under-
stand how this is the case.

Any examination of the ways people leverage resources, carry
out exchanges, and accrue credentials should attend to the ways
these processes operate across different resource pools. Applying
this process-oriented framework to San Evaristo, our research
underscored the importance of gender in natural resource manage-
ment. In San Evaristo, men create a conversational world unto
themselves by lying to one another. Women are excluded from a
social capital often centered on comical and exaggerated depic-
tions of masculine exploits. Bringing gender back into social capital
research raises essential questions we can only briefly indicate
here. How should practitioners face the reality that, in places like
San Evaristo, men’s sexualized jokes assert masculine power to
reinforce troubling inequalities, including in reference to female
practitioners themselves? When gendered conservation staff meet
this gendered social capital, how can female conservation practi-
tioners account for practices to which they may not have access
or exposure? What role should male practitioners play in interac-
tions that take place among men?

San Evaristeño performances of gendered social capital extend
well beyond the fishery, as the ideologies, values, and activities
that guide men’s decisions in fishing also drive relationships at
home and among friends. This observation exposes an additional
research dilemma. Fishing and manhood are so closely linked, it
can be difficult to disentangle the social capital men garner
through masculine acts from the social capital they garner and
enact as fishers. Likewise, it can be difficult to parse out the social
networks differentially defined and managed across fishing, goat
hunting, and land sales, respectively. This kind of nuanced exposi-
tion is, nonetheless, imperative if environmental managers are to
confront the gender inequalities and institutional failures that
often accompany unsustainable extraction patterns.
Further study can help untangle these dynamics by analyzing
social capital as a localized process of exchange and accumulation,
one that has both positive and negative characteristics, pertains to
specific resource pools, and is gendered throughout. In San Evar-
isto, future research directions could include extending analysis
to the way fishers navigate the hierarchies of captain and crew
within boat units, or applying ideas of social class to both internal
power dynamics and relations with conservation professionals
(Haenn, 2016; Scott, 1985). At the same time, accounting for the
range of ways social capital accrual takes place is necessary wher-
ever researchers and conservation practitioners want in on the
joke. These processes are key to understanding the localized
notions of trust upon which CBNRM hinges. A critical social capital
framework is, furthermore, essential to elucidating how gendered
patterns of trust within both external and local resource manager
networks intersect to foster social-ecological outcomes.
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